Name:

I Can Compare Living and Nonliving Things

Directions: Cut out the pictures. Match them to the correct boxes, glue, and color.

Living

- picture
- picture
- picture

Nonliving

- picture
- picture
- picture
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Parts of A Plant

leaves

seeds

stem

roots

flower

sunlight
# Landforms

Color, cut and paste the pictures in the correct boxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waterfall</th>
<th>Island</th>
<th>Desert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valley</td>
<td>Oasis</td>
<td>Lake</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Landforms

Color the landforms. Circle and write the correct name of each landform.

Canyon or Island?

Valley or Island?

Oasis or Forest?

Plain or Valley?
My Five Senses

I see with my ________

I hear with my ________

I taste with my ________

I touch with my ________

I smell with my ________
Counting, Reading, and Writing
18, 19, and 20

Directions: In each row have children count the objects and practice writing the numbers.
More Joining

1.

_______  ________  ________

________  ________  ________

_______ and _______ is _______.

2.

_______  ________  ________

________  ________  ________

_______ and _______ is _______.

3.

_______  ________  ________

________  ________  ________

_______ and _______ is _______.

4.

_______  ________  ________

________  ________  ________

_______ and _______ is _______.

Directions: Have children write a number for each group. Then have them draw a circle to join the groups and write how many there are in all.
Directions Have children: ★ draw a group that has 1 more object and then write the number that tells how many; ○ draw a group that has 2 more objects and then write the number that tells how many; ⌂ draw a group that has 2 fewer objects and then write the number that tells how many.
Comparing Numbers Through 10

Directions: Have children draw a line from each item in one group to each item in the other group. Then count and write the number and circle the lesser number.
Read the word problem. Use the pictures to help you read.

Tom has 1 bunny. Jim gives Tom 3 more bunnies.

How many bunnies does Jim have in all?

Draw a picture of the problem. Write an equation on the line.

Show your answer on a ten frame.

Show your answer on a number line.
Directions: Fill in the missing number to complete the number bond.

Penguin Number Bonds

Name:

The Printable Princess
Read Aloud   Look at the groups of oranges. Which group has the most? Which has the least? Which group has about 10 oranges?
Read Aloud  African elephants, giraffes, and zebras live in huge grasslands in Africa called savannas. Zebras eat the tops of the grass and dig for roots. Giraffes eat leaves from tall trees. Elephants eat many kinds of plants for up to 18 hours every day! Name the animals in order from tallest to shortest.
Comparing Lengths

Directions: Have children: 1 – 2 circle the object that is longer; 3 – 4 circle the object that is shorter; 5 – 6 circle the object that is taller.